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Alternative Splicing (AS) is a process where same gene template produces
different protein isoforms. AS is a crucial process to study in cancer. Several
AS changes are linked to hallmarks of cancer. AS profiles are useful to
categorize patients for therapeutic purposes and targeted treatments.
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Several regulatory regions on the gene regulates AS process.
RNA binding proteins (RBP) bind to these sites and result into
exclusion or inclusion of exons. In cancer these components
are mainly affected due to differential expression of RBPs
(trans) and mutations on the binding sites of RBP motifs (cis).
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Method1. Scan entire sea for shark zones
Method2. Eliminate possibility of non-dangerous sharks
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In this analysis we study cis component of alternative splicing
in cancer i.e. mutations on regulatory regions that could
potentially result to differential splicing. We are using whole
genome sequencing data obtained from The Cancer Genome
Atlas (TCGA) for 13 different cancer types using ~17million
mutations.
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1) Genes have significantly mutated regions
(SMRs) in coding and non-coding regions
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2) These SMRs are enriched in RNA
binding protein motifs
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3) Some of the SMRs are conserved in
several other species

Find Rate of Mutation per nucleotide
R(A) = mA / N(A)
R(G) = mG / N(G)

Obs(Score) for Kmer = No. of mutations (K)
Exp(Score) for Kmer (ATTTA) = 2*R(A) + 3*R(T)
Score = log2(Obs(Score) / Exp(Score) )

4) These SMRs possibly regulate nearby exons
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x = Number of mutations on kmer
N = Number of mutations on gene G
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Through PhastCon analysis we compared these SMRs
with 7 different species and found some of these regions
to be conserved.
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We scanned entire regions of 32,400 genes for mutations,
using 7-mers sliding window approach to obtain
significantly mutated regions (SMRs). Several crucial genes
have SMRs in coding and/or non-coding regions.

Motif enrichment analysis on SMRs shows they have
enriched motifs for certain RNA binding proteins
involved in core splicing machinery as well as silencers
and enhancers. Certain position on motifs are also
favored for mutation over others.

Related: Our previous paper on trans component analysis of splicing:
Sebestyén & Singh et al., Genome Res. 2016.
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Detailed view of SMRs with Motif and mutations
for RNA binding protein ‘ZNF638’

Disclaimer: Humans kill way more sharks than sharks kill humans
~11,000 sharks are killed every hour by humans (internet fact).
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Further, PSI junction analysis hints towards their possible
effect on nearby exons affecting the inclusion of exons (high
PSI values). Plots show PSI value distribution of exons without
mutations on motif (control) against motif with mutations.
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